 Highly professional for all sites

Portable Appliance
Inspection & Test.
Advance Booking
Request

 Based in a 4 year cycle of varying complexity of testing with visits every 12-14 months
 Engineers able to tailor the testing to suit the appliance
 Our testing is based on a mobile work station, no need to gather your appliances together
 Detailed inspections to ascertain safety
 State of the art equipment, applying the appropriate tests for the correct duration
 Purpose made labels giving the information you require
 Certificate as visual proof of your conformity to the regulations

We are at present offering a 5% discount on your next electrical
survey if booked between 3 and 14 months in advance.
This will help us to plan our work schedule more efficiently, help
you to plan your annual Health & Safety inspections at a time to
suit you and helps remove the possibility of either party forgetting.

Establishment
…………………………………………………….
Date(s) requested
…………………………………………………….
Signed
dated
…………………………………………………….
Please tick the required service (this may effect the time needed to test
your establishment, but can be changed at a later date if necessary).

□ Eco

□ Extra

□ Elite

Establishments with an advanced booking will take priority. We will try
our best to keep exactly to the times and dates agreed, but circumstances on other sites may mean we have to change our bookings slightly to compensate.
Similarly you may have circumstances which require a modification to
agreed timings.
Once an Advance Booking has been made a dated Discount Voucher
will be sent to you to keep as confirmation.
Please hand this request to
Scientia Services Limited
the engineer while on site
or post to office:
St. Winifreds Honor End Lane Prestwood
Great Missenden Buckinghamshire HP16 9HQ

 Hard copy report in file + digital format on cd
 Your site tests stored on a database & values compared, anomalies identified
Three levels of service giving you flexibility
 Small enough company to have continuity of engineers to site year after year
 Continually monitoring the regulations to provide you with the most meaningful service
 More than meets all the regulations

When comparing our charges to others - please note
We consider an appliance to be - the item with its lead when the mains cable is
permanently fixed.
For appliances with detachable mains leads (cord sets) the item is tested & the
cord set tested separately as an appliance using different test parameters.
If remedial work is required some other contractors FAIL the appliance, the remedial work is undertaken & a second charge is incurred on retest.
We undertake remedial work (new plug, fuse, plug retermination, minor repairs)
prior to testing so that you only incur one charge.
We do not stick labels on everything in sight that appears to be electrical - low
volt equipment does not need testing!

